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The Kiso Ultraviolet Survey (Noguhi et al., 1980; Kondo et al., 1984) identi�ed 1186objets with blue olours in a set of �elds observed using the 1.0-m Shmidt telesopeof Kiso Observatory. Classi�ation-dispersion spetrosopy of these objets were pre-sented in a series of papers by Wegner and olleagues. The spetra of three objets,KUV 01584�0939, KUV 23182+1007 KUV 23061+1229, were given by Wegner et al.(1987) and Wegner & MMahan (1988). All three of these showed an interesting strongemission in the region of the He II 4686 �A spetral line.However, onfusion arose between the objets KUV 23182+1007 and KUV 23061+1229in Wegner & MMahan (1988). In that work, both objets were found to have He II 4686 �Aemission lines (with some night-to-night variability noted), but the names in the �guretitles and �gure aptions were in mutual disagreement. Koester et al. (2001) have sinefound that KUV 23061+1229 is a white dwarf of type DA.Strong He II emission is a harateristi of the rare AM CVn lass of atalysmivariable stars (Warner, 1995; Southworth et al., 2006). These objets are partiularlyinteresting ultra-short period helium-rih systems whih are thought to be interatingbinaries omposed of two degenerate objets, the mass donor being a helium white dwarf.KUV 01584�0939 has sine been on�rmed to be an AM CVn star (Warner & Woudt,2002; Espaillat et al., 2005), and is inluded in the General Catalogue of Variable Starsunder the name ES Ceti.As very few AM CVn systems are known we have obtained a spetrum of the seondof the objets, KUV 23182+1007, in order to investigate its lassi�ation as a atalysmivariable. We also obtained a spetrum of KUV 23061+1229 in order to on�rm that it isa white dwarf and to fully lear up the onfusion over the identities of these two objets.For these observations we adopted the objet identi�ations and sky o-ordinates as givenby the CDS Simbad tool1.Two onseutive long-slit spetra of KUV 23182+1007, immediately followed by onespetrum of KUV 23061+1229, were obtained on the night of 2007 May 19. We usedthe LDSS3 spetrograph attahed to the 6.5-m Magellan Clay telesope at Las Campanas1http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-fid
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Observatory, Chile. The VPH Blue grism was used along with a slit width of 0.7500, givinga useful wavelength overage of 4000{6130 �A (depending on brightness) at a reiproaldispersion of 0.68 �A/pixel. From the ar lamp and sky lines we estimate a resolution ofapproximately 2 �A. Wavelength and at-�eld alibration was ahieved using observationsof helium/neon/argon and quartz lamps, taken immediately after the siene spetraand at the same sky position. The two siene spetra of KUV 23182+1007 have beenombined and rebinned to inrease the signal-to-noise ratio, resulting in a single spetrumwith a reiproal dispersion of 2 �A/pixel. The e�etive midpoint of this observation isHJD 2 454 240.88628. The midpoint of the spetrum of KUV 23061+1229 ourred atHJD 2 454 240.90236.

Figure 1. Magellan/LDSS3 spetrum of the seond AM CVn andidate, KUV 23061+1229, on�rmingthat this objet is a DA white dwarf
The spetrum of KUV 23061+1229 (Fig. 1) is learly that of a DA white dwarf, inagreement with the results of Koester et al. (2001) and its inlusion in the white dwarfatalogue of MCook & Sion (1999). We have therefore adopted the atmospheri pa-rameters found by Koester et al. (2001) to alulate a model spetrum (G�ansike et al.,1995) of KUV 23061+1229 and used this to divide out the wavelength-dependent responsefuntion of the spetrograph from the spetrum of KUV 23182+1007.The KUV 23182+1007 spetrum is plotted in Fig. 2 and shows a strong emission lineat 4660 �A whih we identify to be the Mg 2800 �A line whih is a harateristi featureof quasar spetra. In Fig. 2 we have also plotted a template quasar spetrum2 from theSloan Digital Sky Survey to whih we have applied a redshift of z = 0:665. It an be seenthat several additional quasar emission lines math the spetrum of KUV 23182+1007,on�rming that this objet is a bright (B = 16:8) quasar with a redshift of z = 0:665.2The spetrum was obtained from http://www.sdss.org/dr5/algorithms/spetemplates/spDR2-029.fit
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As ative galati nulei are often X-ray soures we have investigated the XMM-Newtonand ROSAT databases for soures at the position of KUV 23182+1007. This region ofsky has not been observed using pointed observations by these satellites. However, theROSAT All-Sky Survey3 (Voges et al., 1999, 2000) inludes an exposure of 444 s ofthis position, in whih a soure RXS J232044.6+102354 is deteted with a ount rate of0:0249 � 0:0094 ounts s�1. This is within 600 of the position of KUV 23182+1007, andover 350 from the next nearest X-ray soure. Given the quoted ROSAT positional errorof 15:00, this is a strong detetion. The deteted X-ray emission is onsistent with ouridenti�ation of KUV 23182+1007 as a quasar.

Figure 2. Magellan/LDSS3 spetrum of the main AM CVn andidate, KUV 23182+1007 (upper solidline), after ombining and rebinning. A template quasar spetrum from the SDSS is also shown (lowersolid line) after applying a redshift of z = 0:665 to the wavelength sale. The stronger quasar emissionlines are labelled with their rest wavelengths, taken from Vanden Berk et al. (2001)
We have therefore learly identi�ed that KUV 23182+1007 is an X-ray emitting quasarwith a redshift of z = 0:665, and on�rmed that KUV 23061+1229 is a normal DA whitedwarf. The lassi�ation of KUV 23182+1007 in Simbad and atalogues of atalysmivariables (Downes et al., 2001; Ritter & Kolb, 2003) should be orreted. This report isintended to avoid other researhers using valuable telesope time to investigate the basiproperties of KUV 23182+1007.

3The ROSAT All-Sky Survey atalogue an be aessed using the CDS VizieR servie athttp://dsweb.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/VizieR-2?-soure=IX/29
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